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Faculty vote
for search
brings results
By JAN DICKINSON
Results ot the faculty election, held last Thursday and Friday to determ e the remamlng faculty member of the presidential search c o m t t e e ,
were released Friday afternoon by Dr.John Van Cleave. According to Van
Cleave, Dr. Jerry Wllson, Head of the Psychology Department, won the
election over Dr. Don Paxton of the Economics Department.
Contrary to what some think, the alternate faculty member will not be
the runner-up in last week's election (Dr. Paxton). In a telephone conversation on Friday, Van Cleave stated that another election was required
to determine the alternate. "We're asking those on the first ballot whether
or not they want to run for the alternate position, and a few have withdrawn
so far." One of those who has withdrawn is Don Paxton. The inevitable
lack of a clear majority in' the March 4 election would require one or two
run-off elections. He elaborqted, "Those who want to run for the spot will
be voted on on Monday (March 4), Wednesday, and if necessary, again on
Friday (March a)." Those on Monday's ballot included: Carl Anderson,
Music; Louise Clark, Business Statistics; Jerry Gilbert, Political Science;
Howard Johnson, Geography; Marge Lyons, Nursing; Claudia McDade,
C11; R.D. Whetstone, Biology; Ralph Brannen, History; Rodney Friery,
Sociology; Parker Granger, Accounting; Rachel Jones, Library; Bill
Medley, Elementary Education; and Harry Hose, Secondary Education.
After the tally by the Faculty Senate on Monday evening, five candidates
(See VOTE, Page 2)
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Morris crowned M i s s JSU

Top winners in the Miss Jacksonville State University
Scholarship Pageant recently, shown with Miss
Alabama Tammy Little, third from left, and former
Miss JSU Bonnie Gray, third from right, are, from left,
Jennifer Mathis of Rome, Ga., second alternate; Lisa
Reaves of Jacksonville. first alternate: Miss JSU

Jsu

Tracey Morris, center; Leslie Keener of Leesburg, third
alternate; and Javella Gray of Rainsville, fourth
alternate. The young ladies received tuition scholarships ranging from partial assistance to a full year's
scholarship to JSU.

1

Faculty receive research grants for 1985
Thirteen Jacksonville State entitled "Direct Observation as a
Umversity taculty have received a Means of Objectively Identifying
total ot $21,741.52 in Faculty Behaviorally Disordered Students:
Research Grants for mdependent Developing Normative Data.
projects.
Dr. Cole Benton of Jacksonvde,
'l'he
projects include an associate professor of biology, 9,000
ensneermg professor's efforts to for a project entitled "A Study of the
mvent a sound wave device to clean
Influence of Mermithid Parasites on
soot &om coal-burrung bollers, a the Respiratory FEates of Their
political science professor's work on Spider Hosts.
a biography of the Patterson f m l y
Dr. Glen Browder of Jacksonville,
of Alabama, and a biologist's m- professor of political science, $2,000
vestigation mto how the breathmg of
for a project entitled "The John M.
spiders is aitected by parasites.
Patterson Project," the purpose of
'me awards, presented m late whch is to assembleoralandwritten
January, go to: Dr. Steven W.
material on the P a t t e r ~ ~family
n
of
Armstrong
ot
Jacksonville, ,Alabama, the campaign of Albert L.
assistant professor of special Patterson, and the public career of
education, $1,906.50 for a project
John M. Patterson, for a political

entitled ''"rhe Effect of a Positive
biography.
Dr. Donald C. DesRoches of Reward Affective Program on the
Anniston, associate professor of Self Concept ahd Socialization
criminal justice, $508.10 for a project Characteristics of Handicapped and
entitled "The Effect that the Race Nonhandicapped Children."
Dr. Harry Holstein of Jackmnand Sex of a Young Offender Have
on Decisions Made During the ville, associate professor of
Juvenlle Justice Processing of that sociology, $1,996.50 for a project
C%ild in Alabama. "
entitled, "The Return to the
Dr. Gene M. Gillam of Mountain: An Archaeological
Jacksonville, associate professor of Excavation of the Morgan Mountain
health and physical education, $1,872 Bte, A Prehistoric Village Site Near
for a project entitled "Deter- m t e Plains, Alabama."
Dorothy L. Lyons of Wellington,
mmation of the Anaerobic Power of
Athletes Participating in In- assistant professor of nursing, $1,224
for a project entitled "An
tercolleglate Sports.
Cynthia Harper of Anniston, Evaluative Study of Academically
assistant professor of special figh Risk Students in a Baceducation, $1,939.76 for a project calaureate Nursing Program."

Dr. Bernard J. McCarthy of Oxford, associate professor of criminal
justice, $656.70 for a project entitled
"The Impact of Politics, Sentencing
Reforms and Judicial Intervention
on Penal Policy in Alabama."
Dr. William L. Palya of
Jacksonville, associate professor of
psychology, $2,000 for a project
entitled "An Evaluation of
Presentation Speed on Com-,
prehension of Computer Presented
Text. "
Dr. James Sewastynowicz of
Jacksonville, associate professor of
sociology, $1,990.96 for a project
entitled "Boxes and Bureaucrats:
(See GRANTS. Page 2)
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Campus police
equipment updated
By MICHAEL FRENCH
Service is the main function of the
campus police and the University
Police recently enhanced that
aspect of their job with the purchase
of anew Ford Ranger pick-up truck.
Accorlng to Chief David Nichols,
"At this point in time there are no
plansto use it as an emergency
vehicle; it is primarily service
oriented." A vehicle was needed to
support the service function of the
department and the m a l l truck was
chosen as the most economical
method, of meeting that need. 'me
small size will allow easy movement
in traffic and crowded parking lots,
whle providing a way to transport
needed items without placing a
burden upon the university maintenance department.
Nichols says, "Statistics indicate
that
percent Of
police activities are non-law enCYoss, as head nurse Lydia Nanney, left, can tell foc~ementin nature and that
possibly 95 percent Of campus police
anyone.
activities are service related rather
than law enforcement." While
~ s Pu ~ O + O

It may not seem so pleasant at the time, but the blood
donated by JSU students such as Teresa Wilder of
GuntersviUe, right, goes a long way in helping the Red

Blood drive slow this spring
By MICHAEL FRENCH
Only 383 pints of blood were collected in the spring
blood drive jointly sponsored by the ICC and SGA on
February 26 and 27.
Alpha Tau Omega was the top donor group with 119
pints. In second place was R U E with 64 pints. Alpha
Phl Omega came in third with 36 pints. These three
organizationsrepresent57 percent of the total amount of
blooddonated. This spring'sgoal was to collect 500 pints
of blood for the American Red Cross. According to 1CC
President, Tamela Howton, only 383 pints were
collected. Although this was short of the goal, Houston
sad, "I feel that with the Red Cross in such need at this
tune, we were of some assistance.
Last Semester, with a similar goal of 500 pints, the
drive was a tremendous success and well over 500 pints
were collected. In explainmg the problem this eme ester,
Houston stated, "We did better in some areas, for instance more dorm residents turned out, but overall

Vote

(CondauedbomPage1)

events, parking and traffic
regulation and 24 hour communications for emergency and
servlce calls. The department also
~rovldes assistance to motorists,
such as unlocking car doors.
The UPD service program has
proven to be very beneficial for
students. The escort service for
female students is widely used and
the department receives approlrimately 500 calls per Year to
unlock car doors. Perhaps the best
aspect of the program has been
dorm security.
Dorm guards,
quipped with radios, not only
provide ~ecWityfor the dormitories,
but also b ~ ~ eyes
~ mand
e ears for
the police. In the past year dorm
guards havemadenumerous callsto
stop crimes in progress, resulting in
several arrests.
A 24 hour emergency numberas
2500-is also provided by the campus
police. A student needing assistance
for a medical, fire or police
emergency can reach an operator at
this nunlber any time of day or
fight. Unlike some other univer-

.£unction
s m v i w i of
s ~ the
e r h aUniversity
~ s h e n m kPolice
r O n e sities, N Cof~ North
as fioy
Alabama,
and the
the
Qepartment, Nichols was quick to JSU Police provide
hour radio
attendance was slow both days. "
point out that the department
and communication on
'fie following organizations volunteered various ,tinu=
to stress quality and ef- campus. This creates a quicker
types of assistance at the drive itself: Alpha Tau fectlve law enforcement for. the
response time for emergency calls.
Omega, Alpha Phi Omega, Alpha Phi Alpha, the
Although the new truck will not be
Brothers of the Masonic Order; the Geography Club, the
it
'fie addition of the new pickmup used as an emergency
Home Economics Club, the Inter-Club Council, Kappa
provides a
aid to the sgenhance an already
Alpha, Kappa Sigma, Kappa Delta Epsilon, Kappa Delta
Service Program. 'me University vice function Of the UPD. As an
. R, Omega Psi Phi, Omicron Delta Kappa, Phi Mu
i c a l the truck
Alpha, the RmC, the SGA, the Student ~ u r s i n g Poiice Department provided a wide ~ ~ ~ n ~ m vehical,
variety
of
student
oriented
services
pr0vlde.S
an
efficient q a n s of
Association, and the Wesley Foundation.
nightime wcorts for
items and moving
Special thanks was also extended to SAGA for yluding
students, dorm security for a b u t on campus. The university
provllng refreshments and the m i s t o n ~ e ~
d ~ 0 5female
s
female dorm itories, building police offer a balanced serviceVolunteers who made the drive possible.
security, on going crime prevention enforcement program, which results
progams, grcup lectures On per- lnthe best assistance and protection
~lthoughdonations were shwlast week, plans
&eady underway for 2 summer blood drives and for
next fall. 'Ime Red Cross is constantly in need of
donations. A mini-drive is held each Monday at the
Annlston offices.

Tutor program available

were listed for the run-off election on
1tfs not too late to get help in
Ralph Brannen, Louise
English. Whether you are a freshClark, Rodney Friery, Jerry man
or a senior, the English
Gilbert, and Bill Medley, Vm Cleave 'Illtonal Program can help you
sad that if no majority is cast for
one person, a final run-off will be
held on Friday at the usual polling
places.

Norton, Ms. Cuff,or Mr. Williams in
the English Department. mop by
the English Tutorial Center on the
2nd floor of BibbGraves Hall, or call

Grant(Continued from Page 1)
Political Change in Rural Costa
Rica. "
Dr. Yolanda Suarez of Jacksor,ville, associate professor of
psychology, P,647 for a project
entitled "Assessment and. Treatment of Depression Using Rates of
Self Statements. "

a Talent-andM & i n g A g ~

2 0 East 12th Street (upstairs)
Anniston, Ala.'36201 236-3597

.

Dr.
Sen Yeh Of Jacksonville,
professor of enigneering, $2,000 tor a
project entitled "Experimental
Research on the Performance and
Characteristics of an Accoustic
Sootblower. "
FOR SALE
1978 Honda Civic, CVCC. Silver, 5speed, d/c, good condition. $2100, call
(clay) 435-9820 ext. 299 or (night) 435-7015.

Juniors, Seniors and Grad Students
Build your credit history t ~ d a y !Check
your school bulletin boards for Sears,
Visa and Mastercard applications.

and 9er,dopmpnt-Cr!sudPoiso-Pro:w?nalPvnwy
~ ; . c h ~ ~ ~ ~ . ~TH;'~c:,qiies-Tel~~~si~n
~ - . @ m t c
Cn.~r.crrc~o~

FIRST PLACE VIDEO
and COMPUTING CENTER
1502-6 Soc~thP e l t i ~ r n

'Movie Rentals M-Tu-W

4

Computer software and supplies
for all makes

I
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NEWSBRIEFS
I ATHLETES RATE ALCOHOL NUMBER ONE DRUG
More than 80 percent of 2,048 NCAA athletes surveyed last fall had used
alcohol m the previous 12 months, two Michgan State researchers found.
Hut results are the same for non-athletes, they add.
Marijuana ranked second with 27percent of the athletes. Sixteen percent
had used anti-mflamrnatory drugs.

I

BLACK STUDENTS POST LOWER AND SLOWER COLLEGE SUCCESS
RATES THAN WHlTES

Llespite higher degree goals, 55.7 percent of the nation's black students
drop out, compared to 3 . 4 percent of the white students, an Educational
Kesearch Servlce report shows.
Whlte students have a B grade average while blacks score averages
between B- and C+, and graduate one term later.
Racial and financial barriers hinder most blacks, compounded by
Inadequate high school preparation, the study says.

IU. TEXAS REPORTS BRISK DIPLOMA SALES
An Oregon man, accused of sellmg 2,500 bogus dplomas nationwide has
U. T. regstrars searchmg for take grads.
The FBI shut down Dennis (iunter's paper rmll m June, 1984, and sent the
unive-sity the names of 50 phony dploma holders.
U. 'r. otticials must determne it the students really earned the degrees

or bought them.
Kegistrar Albert Meerzo says the process ulll take tune because the FBI
sent only names, not addresses, of the students.
COMPUTER-ASSISTED GRADE TAMPERING MAKES FAKE
OBSOLETE
No one knows the extent of electronic grade tampering, but Rep. William
Hughes, D-N.J., sponsor of a computer crime measure passed by the last
Congress, says schools could lose credibility if the problem is documented.
A spokesman for the Los Angeles County district attorney's office
warned schools to increase security measures to avoid such recent incidents as faked transcripts planted in the U. of Southern Cal's computer,
and the attempted access to Stanford's computer by a high school
sophomore.
BLACK STUDIES PROGRAMS NATIONWIDE 'THREATENED WlTH
ELIMINATION'
The nation's largest program, at Ohio Slate, is "under seige," and other
departments face extinction or mergers with other programs, says Mary
Rhodes Hoover, head of Cal State-LongJ3each black studies.
Hoover blames black student d r o p a t rates and admissions test biases
agamst blacks for enrollment drops in many black studies programs.
THE PARTY'S OVER AT U.S.C.
A number of Asian Pacific student organizahons lost oncampus party
privileges after a flurry of fist hghts and marijuana smoklng broke up the
groups' January parbes.
'l'he "mdetlnlte moratorium" wlll last untll student activities drector
Nadlne FellxOlmsted meets wth law enforcement officials and
organization spokesmen to mprove security.
STUDENT DRUG INFORMANTS CLAIM COERCION
Mchigan State students, arrested on minor charges, say MSU public
safety officials offered to drop or reduce the students' charges in exchange
for their participation in drug investigations.
Legal representatives say the students were "coerced" into the investigations, but public safety spokesman William Wardwell insists the
students' actions were "absolutely voluntary."
U. CAL MOVES TO BAR JOB PLACEMENT DISCRIMINATION
Under the new policy, firms interviewing on campus must pledge not to
dlscrlmmate against prospective employees on the basis of their sexual
orientation.
The chancellors of all nlne UC campuses say they're willing to consider
the proposal, based on a Berkeley policy approved in December.
Nearly 600 corporations recruiting on the Berkeley campus pledged non&scrammation m hiring.
ASSASSINATION GAME VIOLATES U. OF ARIZONA CODE OF CONDUCT
Students caught playing The Assassination Game (TAG) could be expelled and prosecuted, UA officials say.
Participants could face charges of disorderly conduct and endangerment, $1,000 fines and six-month jail terms.
NOTES FROM ALL OVER
1 McTeigue says the club reheves

onsentmg adults ... The U. of I l h i s
'.quiet areas" during finals week. ..
sake, a racehorse scheduled to run
, the horse, m s , Tougaloo, the

Holstein
1 elected
1 to AAS
By JAN DICKINSON
At the recent winter meeting of the
Alabama Archeological Society, Dr.
Harry Holstein, of the Sociology
Department, was elected president
of the orgarmation for 1985.
As president of the Society, whose
membership is comprised of both
amateurs and professionals,
Holstein said that his duties include
the organization of upcoming
meetings and handling all problems
presented to the group that are
related to the field of archeology.

"We'll be coordinating
efforts t o stop t h e
destruction of those
archaeological
resources"
"Some of the problems we've encountered so far concern the looting
of archeological sites, especially on
property owned by TVA and
Alabama Power." He added that one
of the biggest problems mvolving
looting concerned sites on TVAowned property along the Tennessee
River. "We'll be coordinating efforts
(See HOL!WEIN, Page 4)

Holstein

Dr. Harry Holstein of Jacksonville, associate professor of sociology at
Jacksonville State University, has been elected president of the Alabama
Archaeological Society. Holstein was installed during the Society's annual
meeting in Montgomery recently. At the meeting, he presented a paper on
the Morgan Mountain Excavation work.

SGA Election Results
Michael French, President
Robyn Alvis, Vice President

Treasurer T o Be Named

53 Elected T o Senate
1. Allen, Stephanie
2. Balentine, Tim
3. Barbour, Vonda
4 . Bell, Troy
5. Bullock, Leslie
6. Caldwell, Chris
7. Caldwell, Warren
8. Carson, Francheti
9. Clark, Brian
10. Cochran, Sheri
11. Corbin, Claudia
12. Couch, Gregory
13. Douthit, Darren
14. Dryden, Eric
15. Durr, Deidre
16. Furley, Scott
1 7. George, James
18. Gwin, Eddie

19. Hardin, Victoria
20. Harley, Greg
2 1. Hess, Chad
22. Hocutt, Darlene
23. Jones, Janis
24. Kilpatrick, Mark
25. Flax, Kaleb
26. Koehler, Kerry
27. Kyle, Eric
28. Lewis, Jeff
29. Lowe, "Bear"
30. Malone, Joan
31. McCreless, Kelly
32. Miller, Kenneth
33. Miner, Kirk
34. Mitchell, Tonya
35. Moore, Calvin
36. Newman, Gary

37. Paige, Steve
38. Painter, "Wink"
39. Riley, Robert
40. Robinson, Donnie
41. Sands, Marqueta
42. Sauls, Ricky
43. Shorter, Djuna
44. Shropshire, Scott
45. Smith, Deborah
46. Spradley, Buddy
47. Summerfield, Kennetl
48. Wade, Renda
49. Wade, Sherry
50. Watts, Delesha
5 1. Weaver, Ralph
52. Williams, Greg
53. Williamson, Melissa
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Announcements
Ph

Ed Dept

offers classes
'The Physical Education
Department is sponsormg several
activities through continuing
education. The activities are hsted
below and may be of mterest.
Swimming Lessons Age 6 and above
Monday . . Thursday 1st Class
March 4 4:45 p.m. Self Defense Age
13 and above Tuesday . . Thursday
In progress, taught by Dr.Ronnie
Harris 6:30 p.m.
'The physical educahon department wlil otter contmumg educahon
surlmrning lessons m the cohseum
surlmrmng pool. 'i'he lessons W be
tor maviduals who cannot swlm or
who swlm very httle. 'The classes
are avallable to myone age slx or
above.
'The lessons wffl be taught by a
certitled arc water satety Instructor.
'The lessons wlll be taught on
Mondays and 'Thursdays from 4:45 5:45 p.m. 'The ttrst lesson wffl begm
March 4. 'The tee is $LOO
. O per month
tor a total ot eight lessons. You can
sign up monthly.
lt you have any questions, please
call the Jacksonville State
Univer~sty Phsycial Education
Department a t 435 - Y8'2U, ext. 515 or
register at the first class. The class
ulll be llmited to ten people.

Art major, Sarah McGuffin, left, and art student, William Smith, right,
examine a sample of the artistic endeavors on display at the Hammond
Hall Gallery. All artwork on display is the best of all entries from various
art classes from the past year.

Margaret Pope has an adult exercise program on Monday, wednesday, and Friday a t 8:45 a.m.
' h e r e is a fee for all programs except for Dr. Pope's. If you are interested, please call 435-9820 ext.
515.

Zetas report
Zeta 'Tau Alpha would like to
congratulate its new members and
welcome them to the chapter. 'The
tollowing girls were recently
imtiated into Zeta Tau Alpha:
Wendy Adams, Marna Blagburn,
Sonya Buice, Natalie Brittain, Stacy
Gargis, Barbara Henderson, Chen
Holsclaw, Donna Laurent, Heidi
Lumrnus, Christma Morton, Carrie
Palge, Debbie Preston, Sandra
Sanders. and Pam Wester.
As a part of Zeta 'Tau Alpha's
Standards Program, the girls
decided to learn more about the
seriousness of rape and how it can be
prevented. Juhe Holfman, Standards Chairman, arranged to have
the sorority participate in a
program here on campus designed
io help college women. The
proved to be well worthwhile and
very educational.

Zeta 'Tau Alpha also welcomes
eight new tantastic pledges: Vonda
Barbour, LaDonna Blevins, Susan
Other future programs include Denkins, Robin Dooley, Tami
tennis lessons and fitness evaluation Duckett, Pat E'etner, Kenna Mink,
Dr.- and Cmdy 'Trarnmell.
by Dr.McKenzie Gillam.

Writers meet
'The next meeting of the Writer's
Club will be on Wednesday, March
27 a t 7:30 in the basement of Montgomery Building. Any interested
student or faculty member may
attend. Prospective writers may
bring some oftheir work to read for
constructive criticism by the group,
and all poets are encouraged to
attend.

Concert
planned
The Anniston Civic Dance
Theatre, Anniston's non-profit dance
company, presents Impressions, its
second annual dance concert. Under
the dwection of Barry Mundy the
thirteen dancers will perform
origmal jazz, ballet, and modern
works to the music of STrauss,
Mozart, Riclue Lee Jones and
others. The concert will be March
8th at 8 p.m. a t Stone Performing
Arts Center at JSU. Admission is $4
for adults and $'2 for students. For
more mformation call DBYU)5.

Classes offered
Exercise classes for faculty and
staff have been changed from
Tuesday and Thursday to Monday
and Thursday a t 4:45 in the
coliseum. All faculty and staff are
invited to attend.
(See ANNOUNCEMENTS, Page 6)

Art exhibit closes Friday

Students show talent
in art showing
By JAN DIGKBQSON
Artwork rangmg trom waterI
colors to sllkscreens to ceramcs WU
be on &splay in Hamrnond Hall unU
kkiday, March 8, when the 15-985
student art exhibit comes to a close.
'Ile exhibit opened on February
19, with a reception and presentahon
ot awards to the top tour entries.
Accordmg to Ms Gall M c C m ,
coordmator ot the gallery, all work
&om this year's art classes was
ellgible tor the show. The entries
were judged by the studio art
taculty, who declded what would be
shown m the exhibit. Four ot those
on asplay were chosen by the judges
as the best works ot thoseon exhlbit.
'Teresa McClm, President ot the
Art G u ~ l d (the student a r t
organizanon), was on hand on the
openmg night ot the show to hand out
$10 checks to each of the wmners.
'Ihose tour are Sonia Calender,

Holstein

"Skper Sonja" (oll on rnasomte);
David Parks, "Hetlections"
(watercolor); Davld Shaw, "Free
Form -- Asymetrical Pot"
(cerarmc) ; and Frances Shelton,
"Extincuon 1" (od on canvas and
collage).
All pieces m the show are trom art
classes, says McCain. Some of the
types of art mclude paintings in
watercolor, oll, or acrylic; drawings
in charcoal, pencil, or pen and ink;
prints uslng sllkscreens and etchings; photographs; ceramics;
stitchery; and work trom the design
class.
McCam says that some of the work
could be for sale, if interested
buyers contacted the artist. The
show will end on Friday, March 8.
&e said that the next exhibit, the
youth art show, will open on
'hesday, March 19, a t 7 p.m. in the
Hamrnond Hall Gallery.

(Continued from Page 3)

to stop the destruction of those ar- Society; the Ottice ot Archeological
cheological resources;'he said.
Research a t Moundvllle; Auburn
Umversity; the Umversity of South
Another aspect of the presidency Alabama; and the University ot
that Halstem wlll encounter durlng Alabama in Btrrmngham.
the comlng year IS workmg urlth
state orgamzabons that deal w t h
Accordmg to Holstem, the
archeology. Some of those groups summer meetmg ot the Society wlil
are: the hiqbama y i s t o n c a l be held in Elrpore Comty.
4

4

* _ 1

lHE
FlRSl NATIONAL BANK

Member FDIC
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Announcements

CALHOUN COUNTY

Special class
offered

(Continued from Page 4 )
served basis on the Slgn-uP sheet. A

to Fort ~roulouse.Any mterested
tee $7.00w" be used cover the student is mvited to jcm. For more
cost ot transportation.
intormation, contact club president
The trip wffl be on Wednesday,
March 27. Plans mclude vlsitinf! Robyn ayder at ext. w3.
'futwiler Prison, 'farwater 1;
stitution tor mentally retarded
Announcements
reach the
adults, the Federal Prison on
Office
k i d a ~noon On
Maxwell Aa Force Base, and a side week preceding publication.

Looking tor an interesting
klmmester course? It you are,
prerlgster tor COf1487 or LE487, "An
Exammation ot the Death Penalty m
America, altered by the College of 1
CYmnal Justice.
l%ecourseisopentoallstudents.
For more mtormation, contact Dr.
h h m at ext. 336 or in Brewer Hall
Your education doesn't have to
room 137.
end wth college. Consider AAUW m
your tuture. Founded m Boston m
Singing
1881 by 17 alumnae of eight colleges,
the American Association of
to be held
University Women is now a nahonal
'fiere wlll be a gospel slnglng on network ot-190,000 members. Every
Saturday, March 16, at 7p.m. at the woman who holds a baccalaureate
Harwell Auditorium, 417 Elm Skeet, degree !rom a regionally accredited
'falladega, Alabama.
Featured college or uruversity is eligible to
singers wlll be the F r m h v e Quartet pin.
trom North Carolma. 'fie Gloryland
For a new graduate, AAUW can be
Quartet, trom Chandler, North a vehicle tor meetmg community
Carolma, will also be featured.
women m almost any locahon.
Wayne Wallace, ot Blrmngham's Sranches of AAUW are tounded m
WDJC r a d o wlll be master of many cities in all the states, the
ceremonies.
District ot Columbia, Puerto Hico,
For more intormation, call Jeff Guam, and the Vlrgm Islands.
Johnson at 926-2407.
A A U W members a r e business
women,
homemakers,
and
Sociology
protessional women; they are recent
graduates as well as holders of
advanced degrees; they come from
trip planned
all
religious
and
ethnic
backgrounds, and they represent a

++++

I AAUW offers membership I

CALL: 238-1414

purpose ot turthermg the educahon
and advancement of women and of
unitmg educated women to work fol
the betterment of their com
munities. 'i?lis organizahon helps tc
advance women's causes through
(1) workmg on legislahon d e a h g
wth women's issues; (2) keepmg
lntormed on internat~onalissues vla
an AAUW observer to the United
Nations; ( 9 ) promoting international understanding by
participation m the lnternational
Federation ot University Women.
March 3-10 is Natlonal 'UUW
Week. Several JSU taculty members belong to AAUW. Members
include Mary Jane Peters (Computer Science); Susie Francis
(Music); Nell G r ~ m(English);
h d a Cam (Library) ; Gwen Mulder
(Sociology); Rosemary Ma~nland
(Biology); Jean Paxton (Biology);
and Martha Merrlll (hbrary ). The
Jacksonville branch of AAUW

On Jan. 7, 1985, a 1979 Chevrolet one ton dual-rear wheel

had a whife cab and an aluminum square box bed.

n ~ s t o nThe suspects had taken the a l u m ~ n u mbox off the
truck and had welded a goose neck t r a ~ l e rhitch In its place.
AISO the suspects had painted a desert scene with a blue
back ground on both sides of the t r u c k and the words
"Heavy Chevy" and "Bill".
When the suspects reft this truck, they stole a 1972
Chevrolet wrecker, white in color with r e d t r i m , which
belonged to Crowe and Patterson. Attached to the wrecker
at the t i m e of the theft was a blue 1973 Ford Pinto Stationwagon. The Pinto was found the next day at fhe 1-20 Coldwater exlt onthe west bound side. The wrecker has not been
found.
It is believed that the suspects were in' Anniston two or
three days rsrior to this theft. It is also believed that the
suspects'went back to the Birmingham area.
If you either saw or know someone who was driving one
these trucks, or have any information on either i f these
truck theffs, call Calhoun County Crime Stoppers at 2381414. If you liveoutsidethe Anniston dialing area, but within
forty miles, call Crime Stoppers at 1-238-1414toll free. You
don't have to give your name and you could be eligible for
reward of up to $1000. Remember "Crime Stoppers war
your information, not your name!"

)\
J AC-ON~ILLE

Home Owned
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Domino's
Pizza
~eliwers:".
.

Lunch.
Good Only From

-

Z l t O O A.M. 2:00 P.M.
F'

I 1

fast tree 30 minute pizza
dellvery
Now i o u b a ~ a
e choice
Glve us a call 1

Fast, Free Dolivery
Collqp Center

Phone: 4358200
-BANKING HOURS
Bank~ngHours At All Three F a c ~ l l t ~ r s
For Your Conven~encpAs Folloi%s

LOBBY
Monday-Thursday 9 00 a m t u 2 00 p rn
Fridays 9 00 a m to 2 00 p m and
400pm 'oq00pm

DRIVE-lN

\\on T ~ p r Thuri A 10 a m to 4 IYi p m
Wednesday 8 10 a m to 2 Oii p nFriday 8 3 0 d 'il toli 00 p m

JACKSONVILLE,ALABAMA
Maw Office
South Pelharn Road
43 5-7894

Publ~cSquare Branch
435-6370
Weaver Brarlch
Weaver Alabama
820-3 500

11$0 - 1:00 Sunday-Thursa,,
11 :00 - 2$0 Friday & Saturday
Closed Sunday
t

L
Our drivers carry less
than $20.00.
Limited delivery area.
B 1983 Domlno s Pfzz& Inc

I
F

-
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We are fortunate
By DEBBIE; CiOCiCiANS
Lately as we have sat Staring at
the r a n whlch seems to have been
tallmg incessantly; it has been hard
not to become dlssabstied with the
cllmate in which we live.
Also m the past two months, we
have seen our share of snow. Along
wth the snow, we have also experienced irozen or burst pipes
resulting m no water. Some of us
sutfered the loss of electricity. Many
ot us were unable to leave our homes
because oi ice and hazardous
drivlng conditions.
'To adct to our discontent, commercials statmg, "When you need it
bad, we've got it good m Florida,"
kept right on rollmg. Ut course, the
lack ot electricity d ~ dsave come ot
us trom hearing this tor a whlle, but
Ulere were stU those never Ceaslng
dreams ot sand, water, and sunshme
that could not be stifled.
Because ot this recent bad
weather, many ot us have been

extremely unhappy about thls part
ot the country and wlshed tor
warmer temperatures and bluer
slues. But stop and thlnk about how
the weather is m some colder parts
ot the United States.
We may have had more snow and
cold weather than we wanted, but
compared to some northern states,
we have had an extremely calm
mter.
Although we did face problems
about gettmg from one place to
another, most of us were kept inside
only for one day. In some regions,
the elderly or those just not wanting
to drive m bad weather conditions
have virtually been prisoners in
their own homes for months at a
time.

Problem cited, plan offered

By C. MAROLLAS
Our number two enemy is Nicaragua. Yes, a country
smaller than Georgia with a population of less than three
For t h s reason and many more, m h o n people, a country with $540 per capita is conwe should consider ourselves lucky sidered by the current administration our number two
to live where we do rather than a enemy. A country with fifty percent literacy, a country
place where conditions are usually atfected by a high degree of malnutrition, a high infant
much worse.
mortahty, and other diseases, especially enteritis,
malaria, and tuberculosis is viewed as a dangerous
enemy.
While Reagan's people finally had to sit down and talk
with the Russians-and while they are following a less
moderate foreign policy program, the attacks on
By GRM; SPOON
Recently, Mrs. Josephine Ayers, Director of Development, was honored Nicaragua are substantially increasing the last few
months. While the conservatives in power have decided
m Montgomery by the Alabama Council on the Arts and Humanities.
to deal with Russians, the policy conducted in connection
Mrs. Ayers received one of 16 Governor's Arts Awards for her work in
with
Nicaragua may be described correctly as only
brlnglng together a host of performers from across the country to organize
"thlnlr tanks" policy.
a festival of American regional theatre, Tell Me A Story, Sing Me A Song.
Slmple observers or professional journalists, liberal or
Mrs. Ayers has worked tirelessly to bring such enrichment to the
conservatwe, agreed that when the war was over in
Umversity and surrounding communities and certainly deserves the
1979. Nicaraguan people felt the sense of personal
Governor's Art Award. We commend Josephine Ayers for her dedication July,
freedom, and why not for they experienced national
and continuing service to this institution.
dignity
- - for the first time in their short history.
'fie Somozas, had treated and governed the

Ayers commended

years. ' h e guerrilla war against probably the
longest dictatorship in Central America was a natural
act or slmple history progression. It was started in the
early 1960's by students, intellectuals and common
people. For some, the war against Somoza was inspired
by Marx, for others by the Aberation theology emerging
from the "social Christian teachings" of the Roman
Catholic Church. The Nicaraguans for freedom formed
the Sandinista National Liberation Front taking its
name from Gneral ~ugustoCesar Sandino, a rebel back
in the 1920's and 1930's. Conforming to history
documents the Sandinistans by the 1970'shad survived to
be the only hope for change. During the early 1970's they
attracted the support of worker groups and farmers
throughout the country. The Homan Catholic clergy
became politicay oriented, for the first time kttacung
Somozas from the, chur& altar, $.'fie greed of
president Anastatlo Somoza is demonstrated in particular by h k haste fo take personal financial a d a n
of the devastating earthquake of 1972. It even alienated a
large proportion of the country's wealthy landowners
and businessmen as well."
The fight against the dictator was a very costly one for
every one of the social classes. During Somoza's
highlight period, a wasted Anastatio used all of his
repressive power including aerial attacks of Nicaraguan
cities, costing the lives of many unsuspected civilians.
The tragic stories sent by American journalists had
their offensive effect on President Jimmy Carter who
had pledged a foreign policy based on respect for human
rights.
The Somoza r e p e came to be identified by the
Carter adminisbation as one government that
systematically violated human rights. As a result some
h d s of financial and military assistance were denied. A
more important consequence of Carter's foreign policy
was that Sornoza's opponents, the Sandinistas, were
fifty

Wynn cheers

following : Dr. Tom Nicholson, Dr.
Bob Benson, Dr. Tom Baker, Gen.
Dear Greg Spoon,
and Mrs. Archer, Maj. F.K. Aide,
Three cheers for you and the
(ret.) Billy Isom, Janet Brittian, Ms.
Chanticleer staff for an informative
Schmitz, Ms. Williamson, Ms.
as well as intertaining Valentine's
Koehler, Andrew Ogunmiloro, Moji
Day edition of the Chanticl~r.
Olusoga, Ms. Lavoy Brown, Ms.
Although I throughly enjoyed the
Carr, Immanuel Dantata, Deen
entire newspaper, 1 was especially
Role, Victor G m a , Lori Lassetter,
interested in three articles. "Writer
Nancy Lassetter, Mary 'Qson, all
questions Black advance" by Vicky
students of JSU, all faculty memWallace, "Malcom X continues to be
bers of JSU, Lambda Alpha Epsilonchampion of People" by L~
-Law Enforcement Honor Society,
Army Community Center, Ft.
and "How do you
McClellan, M.p. 'school F t MenofiOw" by Steve '-pa
I was
Clellan, Jacksonville Day Care
captivated by these
and
Center,
Jacksonville
Police
mfOrmative
Again say
Department,
tiadsden
Business
three cheers for
and 'Our staff'
College-Anniston, First Baptist
Keep the good work up.
Church-Jacksonville, First United
Sincerly,
Methodist
Church of Jacksonville,
Towanda Yvette Wynn
The Chanticleer, Jacksonville State
Information Center, Jacksonville
Benson
News, Anniston Star, Midweek, all
those who contributed to the Benson
thanks s upporfers m d ; all mose r carmot now
remember, and those who choose to
Dear E&hr
be anonymous.
On behalf of myself, and my Thank you all for being your
f-Y,
1, Ola~inka Benson, the brother's keepers. We love all the
victim of a l'eCent f i e disaster On good people of Jacksonville, Ft.
West Mountain Street in Jackson- McCleUan, Armiston and Oxford.
~llle,express my profound gratitude We love you Calhoun County. We
to all those who have helped us love you Alabama.
God bless America.
morally, financially or materially. I
want pexpress special
thanks
to
the
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encouraged by the belief that the US.-Sotnoza
relaQonship had vanlshed forever.
One way or the other we helped Sandinistas to power
and Nicaragua's new government recognized that
because of the "ge@-political realities," the desperate
economc needs, responded wth a general Nicaraguan
c m a t e of goodwill toward the Americans and attempted to pass to Washington its willingness to forget
the past and establish friendly relations.
' h e years up to the 1980 presidential election was a
period of continuous progression in the development of a
posltive relationshp between the two countries. Many of
us wll agree that during that period Carter proved to
have more realism and prophetic international abilities
than his critics gave him credit for. The Carter admirustration decided that a United States hostility would
only tend to drive the Nicaraguan government further to
the left, to the Soviet bloc vhich was waiting with open
arms. We still agree, "a policy of qualified generosity
was seen as providing the United States with greater
possiblhties for lntluencing the course of the
revolution."
The 1980 election Cam? to Cause a change in the trend
new Nicaraguan g0~eI'Iment:"We deplore the Marxist
takeover of Nicaragua a n d o t h e r ~ ~ iattempts
st
in the
area. WedonotsuPPort United Statesassistanceto any
MaRlst government, and we oppose the Girter aid
Program to the Nicaraguan government. However, we
"111 support the efforts of the Nicaraguan p@ple to
estabhsh a free and independent g0veI'IIInent."
Such statements are easy to make. Reagan and his
aides not only spoke, they they still do, of the Nicaraguan
revoluQ0nas a product of Cuban and Soviet intervention,
but they also called for strengthening CIA'S
W r a m U r Y ca~abfities.
We had Ambassador Kirkpatrick, a traitor democrat,
amember of influential new right American Enterprise
InstituteforPUblicPolic~&searchaccusing Nicaragua
gOVeI'llment Of paranoh while it Was n0 secret that
anbgovemment guerrillas were being trained I OI U.S.
SOU brig before the Counter re~olutionaryattacks Were
openly acknowledged. CIA is violating the &land
Amendment which prohibilo ~ U ~ p o of
r t paramilitary
which are the surviving
elements of the Somoza government, elements of the
corrupt and
dictatorship the
hemsphere has ever eXPerienc* existcurrent
is
the sickness
poverty ; poor people are easy targets of
propaganda. 'me only way to stop the spreading of
cOmun~mthrOughIatinAmerica
is the
of
poverty. The Only way to do this is through accelerated
e c 0 ~ 0 m cdevelopment, through business incentives and
multinatronal ventures. The U.S. is the only country
whch has the power to provide such e ~ e ~ e n t s .
Nicaraguan leaders have been repeating their requests
for
An aggressive
the USA
only worsen the situation around the world. Easily
Nicaragua, from number two enemy,. can becpn)e.
nixnber on&friend.
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Entertainment

92J tries a taste of 'Jazz Flavours'
meeting, saying 'Jazz is night
music.' Nobody disagreed."
Although it will only be on a trial
basis for about a month, they are
looking forward to good response.
The disc jockeys who pre$ously
ran the Sunday afternoon jazz show
will continue to run the night time
version. Tentatively, Burch and
Scott Edmiston will present the
showin two parts. "My focus," says
Edmiston, "will be fusion, upbeat,
contemporary ." He will play the top
charts from today and &om the past
ten years, while Burch's approach
will be somewhat different. "She
will be concentrating on easy
listening, mainstream music found
on the big city late night jazz
programs. There are a number of
artists which can go in both
categories.
"At first it can't be what we want
it to be," says Burch. "It will take
some hard work."

BY MARTHA RITCH
By day, it is a contemporary hit
ra&o station. But at night, Y4Q
(WQXI) in Atlanta turns the
mcrophone over to disc jockey Russ
Davis who dishes out a taste of jazz.
April marks the eighth year of
"Jazz Flavours," a format begun
mamly to attract the adult audience
and keep listeners tuned in on
Sundays. "lt was named Jazz
Flavours to leave flexibility. It's not
a pure jazz show," says Davis, who
claims to know only a little about old
jazz standards. What he did know,
and what the station then adopted
was a contemporary jazz fusion
show from swen to midnight on
Sundays.
In an area like Atlanta, with
musicians and recording companies
floating around town, the change
caught a great kit of attention.
Eventually, by checking into the
ratings diary, they discovered new
listening habits. Davis explains,
"People were listening on Sundays
and no other time.

Carns complains, "We have never
had good record service in jazz."
The collection of records they have
to work with is enough to start with,
but they are hoping to add to it.

This past August the managers at

946 decided to take the program

Music director Rich Daniel adds,
"We've sent off for more upto-date
jazz releases and should be hearing
sometlung soon.

even further. "Jazz Flavours" is
now featured every weeknight from
8:00 p.m. until 1:00 a.m. and on
Sundays from 7:00 p.m. until midrught. 'fie regular CHR format
remains the same during the day.

Will this change cause a drop in
listeners? "I haven't heard any
negative comments," says Carns.

Playing jazz for a more or less top

"Much of the jazz we will be
playing the first 3 hours is rock-nroll taken a step further," says
Ectrmston. "I hope listeners will
take time to listen to, and appreciate
rock-n-roll's mother, father, sister,
brother-jazz."
Tune in at 6:00 p.m. this Sunday
and enjoy the change.

40 audience is risky. For 946 the

risk paid off. "We threw it up in the
air and it landed in the right spot.
We just took a chance," admits
Davis. 'fie number of listeners
doubled and, in some places, even
tripled. For listeners 12 and up, the
stations ranks number two, and it is
number one with listeners 18 and up.

Ninth Annual Nissan FOCUS

Film competition grants prizes to achievers
How well do you know your movie FOCUS 1140 Avenue of the Americas
&rectorse! 'l'o help launch the Nmth New York, New York 10036 Phone:
Annual Nissan FOCUS (Films Of (212) 575-0270.
College and University Students)
Awards
Competition,
THE
CHANTICLEER presents the
tollomg quiz mvolvmg some httle
1. What currently hot
known tacts about some well known
~sthe son of British actress
&rector
tllm directors.
Mary Heurlttl Clue: his sister was
'fie FOCUS Awards Competition nomnated for an Oscar for her
grants over $60,000 in cash and performance as Gregory Peck's
prizes to students who display daughter m To Kill A Mockingbird.
outstanding achievement in:
narrative filmmaking; documen- 2.What 1s the name of the film that
tary film; animation experimental catapulted Scandmavlan dlrector
film; screenwriting; film editing; Ingmar Bergman to tame, wmnmg
c i . n e m a t o g r a p h y ; s o u n d several prues a t the 1957 Cannes
achevement; and a special award E"l F'eFesal? 3. Actor-producer
for women.
Tony Blll made his tilm debut
playmg kid brother to what famous
'fils year's deadline for entries is smger? 4. What Academy AwardAPRIL lm,1985. For more in- m m g drecor began as a hlm
formation, mcludmg rules booklet edltor, with Citizen Kane as one ot
and entry forms, write or call: h s editmg credits:' 5. What famous

&rector made hls Broadway debut
at age 16 as a chorus boy m Pal Joey,
starrlng Gene Kelly'! 6. What
Academy Award-winning actor
made his tllrn dlrecbng debut with
the movie Kotch, starrmg Walter
Matthau? 7. What tamous dlrectorchoreographer appeared a s an
actor-dancer m the film versions of
KISS Me Kate and My Sister Elleen'!
8. What was the name of the
45.minute documentary which won
a first-prize at the 1961 Venice Film
Festival, and whose success enabled
director John Schlesinger to switch
to feature films.! 9. What is the
name for the movie, depictiong a
sensitive study two mentally
&sturbed teenagers, that marked
director Frank Perry's auspicious
film debut? 10. The success of a 24minute short entitled Amblin' lead
chrector Steven Spielberg to land a
contract with Universal Studios. At

what film school did Spielberg
completehis short film'! 11. What is
the name of the film that won
Stlrling Silliphant, former adverbsmg an promotion executive at
Lhsney an '20th Century-Fox, an
Oscar for best screenplay'! 12. What
Academy Award-winning film
&rector and co-head of a major

university's film department began
makmg features m the United States
when the Russians invaded his
homeland m 1968Y 13. What was
drecor Peter Yates' (Breaking
Away; "'fhe Dresser) &st job in
f llms?

! ! Answers ! !
1.
John Badham
(WarGames, "Saturday Night
Fever) 2. The Seventh Seal; 3.
Frank Smatra; 4. Robert Wise; 5.
Stanley Donen; 6. Jack Lemmon; 7.
Bob Fosse; 8. T e r m u s 9. David
and Lisa; 10. Spielberg was not
admtted o film school - he completed Amblm' Long Beach; 11. In
the Heat of the Night; 12. Milos
Forman; 13. Dubbing assistant.
EDITOR'S NOTE: Not coincidentally,all of the above-mentioned
&rectors serve on the FOCUS Board
of Governors
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melodramatic slush in the hands of a
less able cast. Fortunately, for
writerdrector John Hughes and his
audience, the stars of The Breakfast
Club are among the best young
actors m film today.

Breakfast is
served hot

By MARCUS LUSK
Emlio Estevez, whose Rep-Man
One major critic has dubbed The E fast becoming a cult favorite,
Breakfast Club "the little chffl," brings unexpected emotional depth
honormg t h s high school comedy- to Andrew, the school's s t a r
drama for its surface similarities to wrestler. Andrew's moving re198's The Big Chill. It's ironic that tellmg of the transgression which
the latter centered around old earned him detention (assaulting
friends fondly-for the most part- and hurmliating a smaller boy in a
recallmg their adolescence, while locker room) is one of the film's best
the former's characters struggle moments.
with the caste system bringing
Molly Kmgwald's portrayal of
confusion, prejudce, and more than
Clare, the conceited homecoming
a little pam to their lives.
queen, is a worthy tollow-up to her
unpresslve debut m last year's
The Breakfast Club tollows the Sixteen Candles, another John
events ot a marathon Saturday Hughes tilm.
detention session, m whch a jock
Ally Sheedy is virtually
(Emlio Estevez), prmcess (Molly
Kmgwald), nerd (Anthony Mchael unrecognized a s the chirping,
Hall), recluse (Ally Sheedy) and nonverbal recluse, Allison. The
school rebel (Judd Nelson) are character comes a bit too far out of
presented with an uncomlortable, her shell near the fllms end, but
Sheedy handles this intolerably
but priceless, social situation.
stupid development slallfully.
In reality, breakmg down
barriers a s solid a s those
represented m The Breakfast Club
would be a very tall order, probably
an impossib~lity.The tact that these
characters do let down some of thew
detenses stralns the boundaries of
believability, but does not break
them.
'The mamtenance of
credibility 1s essential to this film,
whch could have easlly evolved mto

Brainy nerd is easily tilis film's
most underdeveloped character,
with an unjustifiably small number
of Imes. As portrayed by Anthony
Michael Hall, however, the
character on equal footing with the
others, and his restrained genius
should not go unrecognized by the
same producers who will be
knockmg down the doors of Estevez,
Sheedy and Ringwald with offers.

' f i e most colorfill, energetic
pertormance in The Breakfast Club
is that ot Judd Nelson often teeters
on the edge ot over-actmg, he is
never borlng and he remarns true to
hs character. The Breakfast Club
ulll undoubtedly serve to turther
propell the risng stars of all these
young pertormers, but it IS Nelson
who wlll receive the most attention
tor his ettorts, and rightly so. HIS
emotionally charged controntations
with the "club's" common enemy,
the detention otticer, are dRicult to
whtch a t tunes, due to Nelson's
convmcmg portrayal of this abused
and msunderstood youngster.
It's almost unfair to compare The
Breakfast Club with other serious
teen movies, even standauts like
Fast Times At Ridgemont High and
Valley Girl. 'This tilm aspires to
somethng higher than even these
unpressive efforts. It's irrelevant
that the stars are h d s ; The Breakfast Club is a big league film, worthy
of comparison to The Big Chill and
other fine movies.
Except for an overly-optimistic
endmg and an unnecessary music
vldeo sequence, this is a thoroughly
enjoyable film, and an iniportant
one.
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zxp~icitlanguage. ~t is currently band closed the first show to the title
playing a t Anniston's Plaza h t fromthelr album, called Just 'me
Way You h k e It. Then, with the
Chnemas.
crowd stlll cheering its approval,
SOS
exited the stage for a break.
plays
=
An hour later, a t about 11:W the
sos Band returned to entertain their
old and new
audience for a second time. They
began with a hit form a few years
By ROY WILLIAMS
Your Time ( m It Hght),
'I& SOS Band, a soul group based ago 'bke
by another performance of
in Atlanta, Geroga, displayed why foll~~wed
they are known a s the "sound of Mgh Hopes and their current hit
single, Weekend Girl. The second
success" a fantastic concert last show
was mostly repeated material
night, ~~~a
2 a t the
from
the first show, a s SOS comH~~~~~~~ L~~~~ in ~~b~~~ City.
SOS, one of the hottest artists on the pleted their appearance with
soul charts in recent years., ap- another playing of Just Be mod To
perwed for two shows, performing Me" and "Just 'rhe Way You Like It.
It was truly a remarkable perh t s from their current smash LP
Just 'l'he Way You h k e It and also f0I'nIance by the SOS Band. m of
old favorites from &eir last two the persons who attended it were
truly blessed after all, you do not
albums.
often get the chance to see a band
Hundreds ot tans, mostly college- that will entertam you Just The Way
aged students and nearly all black, You Like It.
packed mto Holloway's eagerly
awaiting thelr arrival. The tlrst
(See REVIEWS, Page 11)
show began a t approximately 9:OO
p.m., a s the SOS Band greeted thelr
Puzzle Answer
audience and s m ! g mto action with
their popular h t , High Hopes. The
audience roared with approval when
they began their second song, No
One Gonna Love You, a recent hit
trom thelr current album. Also
Every junior high school student featured trom the new alubm were
should see The Breakfast Club and, two dynamc slow songs, Weekend
smce many of us continue to per- Glrl (durmg the '2nd show) and I
petuate our high school roles and Don't Want Ncbody Else. The tlrst
attitudes m adulthood, we'd be wise show also consisted ol two songs
trom SOS's 1983 album, the upbeat
to pay special attention also.
Just Be Good 'ro Me and the slow
The Breakfast Club is rated R for tune, Tell Me It You Shll Care. 'The

SOS

-

I
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WORRIED ABOUT LOSING YOUR FEDERAL
TUITION ASSISTANCE NEXT YEAR??
CONSIDER A $7,500ROTC SCHOLARSHIP $$
$$
AT JSUGUARANTEED FOR 3 YEARS?

If you have a 1.75 or higher GPA, 27 to 35 semester hours by the start of
Fall Semester, and are interested in becoming a U.S. Army Officer in the
Active Army, Army Reserve, or Army National Guard, stop by Rowe Hall'
before March 20th for more details and t o see if you can qualify.

SU ARMY ROTC
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Ensemble
to host
By MARTHA RITCH
'l'here is a pre-vacabon beach
party planned tor tonight in Mason
Hall and everyone is mvited. The
JSU mallet ensemble is adding a
new atmosphere to their spring
concert.
Under the direcbon of Mr. Tracy
Tyler, the ensemble will perform
popular selecuons by various arusts, such as Stevie Wonder, Billy
Joel, and others. Some of the pieces
were arranged by the members of

11 i t PEKING CHINESE
RESTAURANT
Where Dining Is A Pleasure!!

II

BUFFET

III

11

III
II

All You Can Eat. Various Courses For Your Favorite
Sunday-12 ~ o o -n2:W P.M.
Monday-Friday-1 1.WA.M. - 2 a 0 P M .
saturday-1 2 Noon 2:OO P.M. (specid L U ~ C ~ ) [

-

I

DINNER
Specializing Is Szechuan, H u m & Cantonese Styles
sunday-1 2 . ~ 0 0 1 110:30
P.M.
Monday-Thursday-ll:00 A M . - 9:30 P.M.
Friday-Saturday-11 a 0 A.M. - 10:30 P.M.

FOOD TO GO

Tyler promotes the concert as "a
tacky Hawaiian shirt contest,"
complete with beach blankets and
(Elegant Atmosphere And Special Prices)
sunglasses. "There will be no
For Your Parties!!
folding chairs allowed on the
beach," warned Tyler. He encourages everyone to come
prepared and dressed appropriately.
Leave it to a bunch of percussonists to attempt such a thing.
DINNER ONLY CWW e p i r e r : 3 - ~ z - s sIl
It's a glmmick to get people to
come to the concert, to enjoy the (407 North Pelham Road
hcksonville,Alabama 3626.5
/205\48.5-1611)
music, and to have fun.
The party beglns tonight at 7:30 on
Mason Beach, otherwise known as I
the recltal hall.
1

I

n's non-profit dance

I:

I
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ACROSS

33 Pronoun
34 Sched. abbr.
1 Headgear: pl. 36 Tag
5 Time gone by 38 Ancient
nurse 39 Walk unsteadily
12 Ox of Celebes 41
43 Look fixedly
13 Food fish
45 Warn
l4 Repulsive
48 Kettledrums
15 Retreat
50 Heavy
17 Rubber on
hobnailed

pencil
19 Vapid
20 Chemical

shoe
51 is 111
52 Bother
54 Sharpen
21 Former Russian 55 Merriment
ruler
56 Trifle
23 Surfeit
57 Emmets
24 Couple
26 Part of flower
28 Tier
1 Vehicles

CROSS
WORD
PUZZLE
Goes by water

5 High card
6 Proceed
7 Poem

10%OFF

9 Tltle of respect
10 Toward shelter
1 1 German title
16 Harvest
18 Actual
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ed amount ot electronics c o m g

Chicago's succes
is a hard habit

t Chlcago is not around today.
happened is that a sense ot

BY MARTHA RITCH

Chicago has gone through sever
changes over the many years
thew existence. From the d
when they were heavy on
strumentals, they have turned

...

AS m past albums, thls one ~s
complete book ot love songs,
covermg all emotions, good and bad.

" llke horn fanfares, and
hat the album has to otter.

ly~'icsand recently won a Gr
tor the best mstrumental solo
a vocal performance.
When it comes down to it,
number ot songs could
recaved such an award.

woodwinds, Lee Loughnane
trumpet, Bill Champlln
keyboards, guitar and v
terludes and powerful vocals.
It is ther blend ot stnngs, lou
guitars, and hard-dnvmg horn

r Cetera and Bffl
become the voice of
e rest of the guys,
have been around

kly as the group tours the
promotmg ther seventh

Kodak ~p f&,,
EasmanKodak's profess~onalcolor moaon picture (MP)film adapted for stlU
use In your 35rnm camera by Seattle FllmWorks W ~ t hm~cro-finegram and rich color samranon, Its
quality meets the exacting standards of H o l l ~ o o dfilmmakers And w t h wide exposure latltudefYou
don't have to be a pro to get great everyday shots or capture specla1 effects
Experience remarkable versatility. Shoot in low light or bnght light from ASA 200 UP to ASA
1200 ~fyou're shoonng tungsten hghtmg, we'll color correct for thls at no charge And enloY the
optlon of pmts or sl~des,or both, from the same roll
1tVs
economical, too. For example,we'U process your film, send you mounted slldes negatives and a
of film- all for the ~ncred~bly
low pnce of $4 60 per roll plus postage and handlW Qu~ckt
new
plus substantla1savings
convenient mall order servlce
Tryour introductory offer. Of course ~tcosts us more than $2 to send rhls to YOU But we're
that once you've med the film, you'll become a regular customer Why not see what this
qual~tyfrlm can do for yo& photograph^ Send ln today'

*I984 Seanlc F~lmWohi

INTRODUCTORY OFFER
Rush me two 20-exposure rolls of your
leading KODAK MP film- Kodak
5247s (200 ASA) Enclosed 1s $2 00
I'd ltke to Se able to get color pnnts or
sltdes (or both) from the same roll and
experience the remarkable versat~l~ty
of
t h ~ profess~onal
s
quality film

NAME
ADDRESS

STATE Z

I

P

Mail to: Seattle Filmworks
500 Third Avenue West, P.0. Box C-34056
Seattle, WA98124
Lmtr of2 rolb pr customer

RESUME' SERVICE
YOUR CHOICE, SOLD ,AT
MERCIFULLY ATTRACTIVE
BY APPOINTMENT ONLY.
PHONE 4356223 A N D VIEW
AT THE VAULT ONLY. TOP
QUALITY AT LOW PRICES TO
ASSIST UNIVERSITY STUDENTS

& APPLIANCE
N o w You don't Have T o Drive To
Anniston To G e t your Favorite Video Movies.
We've G o t A Large Selection Of
The Newest & Hottest Videos O n The Market.

Choice Of Combo Sandwich

Would You Like Roast Beef And Smoked Cheddar Cheese
On Your Sandwich?
How About HoS TLcrkey And Melted Swiss?
Then Stop By Our Deli

Auditions For The Archko Volume
A Musical In Two Acts

March 7 & 8

Theron Montgomen/ Building March 7
March 8

6:00 P.M. (Auditorium)
4:00 P.M.
Bring Prepared Song-Accompanist Provided

For Further Information Call 435-1721
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Model trains are part of the 'Mai'
By MICHAEL FRENCH
It you were to ask M a p r John C.
'Turner, dlrector ot the campus r a d o
and television stations, what his
hobby is he would not hesitate to
answer, "Model trams."
Mr.
'l'urner, or a s many ot hs students
attectionately call hlrn, "Ma]., has
been collectmg model trams tor 33
years. "Some people are hed to
tishlng or golfing;" says ' M e r ,
"trams are just something 1 gat mto.
It gets expensive, but I've put it out
a little at a tune tor over 30 years."
Major l'urner, who gamed h s
ruclmame trom the rank he obtamed
m the Army, has been an instructor
at Jacksonville State smce 1969.
Whlle in the swvice he was asslgned
to the HCYLC department at JSU tor
three years between 1965 and l W .
Atter retlrlng trom the service m
1968, he taught electrorucs tor the
Calhoun County school system tor
one year betore bemg b e d as
drector ot the 'L.V. department a t
Jacksonville State. 'Turner was
instrumental in expanding the
closed circuit television broadcastmg trom Bibb Graves Hall to the
entlre campus.

In 1974, students trom the W A
approached Major 'Turner about a
campus r a d o station and "Maj."
began work on the establishment of
a 10 watt FM station. In September
of 1975 WLJS went on the air and in
1981 mcreased its output to 3,000
watts, under the watchtul eye of
Major John 'Turner.
Mr. 'Turner gained experience in
the variou fields of communication
whlle s m n g as a paratrooper in the
8Znd Alrborne Division. Turner went
to jump school at Fort Benning,
Georgia and jomed the Bnd a t Fort
Bragg, North C a r o h a . When he
reached Fort Bragg, he remembers,
"They asked for anyone who wanted
(See TURNER, Page 15)

'Mai' Turner relaxing with his hobby, train sets
Major John "Maj" Turner enjoys hours of relaxation with his train sets
and layout which he designed and built himself. The set up is the result of a
thirty year piece by piece collection of some rare and unusual artifacts and

JSU Photo

train sets. The background was hand painted and the greenery is the result
of "Maj's" own craftmanship.

We often misinterpret 'the wearin' of the green'
By MELINDA GALLAHAR
A W t Patrick's Day parade is held annually on
March 17 m New York City. The parade proceeds up
beauaful Filth Avenue and past St.Patrick's Cathedral.
Among those marchmg are prominent Irishmen, pipers,
clty officials, police, military, Irish societies and young
children dressed m Irish costumes.
But who was St. Patrick? What does the aver
person know about his hie and mis
beloved Ireland? Legends, tales
continued and grown until iew peop
Patrick IS the most loved saint in
should wear green on March 17. It i
pmched for not wearing green, the
Ireland, a s many school children believe.
One mslnterpretation of lrish costumes is "'Th'
wearm' of th' green. Green is not the symbol ot the lush
meadows of Ireland but an ancient Celtic ferthty rite.
'I'he ashes of burnt green leaves and green boughs
(representmg the spirit vegetation) were carried forth
and spread over the fields making them truittul.
Another msmterpretation is the belief that the
shamrock was worn by Patrick during his ministry in
lreland to represent the Holy '1Yiity. 'Lhls is a legend
arld no evldence has prcven this to be tact nor was it ever

hnted m two documents composed and written by
Although the legends, myths or beliefs do no harm, it
has been stated that "it is sad to reflect that probably
a thousand who marches, parades or lines the
, of Irish name, parentage, or ancestry
nds what sort of person the Saint was, or - a s
them to know - what his heart's desire was.
Irish schoolchildren are taught that Saint Patrick was
born in the year of 385 A.D. somewhere in Great Britain.
At age sixteen he was kidnapped and carried off into
slavery by Irish raiders. Patrick escaped after six years
and returned to Ireland in 432 A.D. where he remained
untll his death on March 17 in an indeterminate year
toward the end of the fifth century. It is on March 17 in
Ireland that a three day devotion is held.

St.Patrick is the most popular and loved Saint in
Ireland. Countless Irish children are named after him.
e has left a mark upon the land and the people of
land and, after fifteen centuries, St. Patrick's
rations still echo and he is one of those "living"
(See PATRICK, Page 14)
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Valhmu recognizes lack of concern for students
By ROY WILLIAMS
One of the greatest misfortunes in
American society is the fact that
many foreigners are not fully
welcomed mto our community.
There a r e numerous foreign
students on thls campus; however,
most American students do not take
advantage of the opportunity to
learn about them and their countries. Out of all the foreigners, the
African students find it hardest to
adapt to our society. Not only are
they not totally accepted by many
whltes, but they are also isolated
from many blacks as well, according to Wdmot Valhmu.
Valhrnu is a twenty-three year old
chemistry major from Liberia, West
Africa. He came to America as an
exchange student at North Central
Ngh School in Indianapolis. After
graduating from North Central, he
returned home and attended college
in Liberia.
After receiving a
scholarship offer to the International House, Wilmot transferred to JSU. This is his second
year in the International House.
W i o t found it very difficult to
adapt to life at an American
university. "When I went to high
school m Indiana, it was much
easier," said Wilmot. In high
school, I felt like the people were
m9re friendly. I made friends easily
and the students were interested in
gettmg to know me and my country.
I was able to interact more with
them m the sharing of knowledge.
But m college, it is much different., I
find that some people are very
unpersonal and are not willing to
open up to others very much,
espeually to foreigners.

Surprisingly, Wilmot has found
considerable difficulty in dealing
wth black Americans. "My biggest
problem in relating to Americans
has been with blacks," he said. "1
have not been able to reach many
blacks, maybe because I live in the
Internauonal House and swnd a lot
of tune there with my iiends. I
have found that most of my triendshps urlth black students last only a
short tune, probably because I am a
foreigner. And I find this very

home we get news reports that
blacks are being gunned down on the
streets, beaten and arrested. Blacks
do not have any political power
there. They cannot vote in any
national elections, only in their own
local elections. The colored people
extended suffrage in national

disturbing.

Wilmot is very critical of the South
African government and its refusal
to abolish apartheid. Apartheid is
the racist law in South Africa
whereby a minority white government sternly rules over T2.1 million
blacks. "The black and white
situation is very bad," stated
Wilrnot. "I once read a poem
written by a South African. In it, he
described his fears and anxieties of
the South African police that patrol
the streets at night- how they would
often break into a black penon's
home and drag him out into the
streets, never to be seen again."
The South African government often
jails black leaders in an attempt to
oppress their protests.
Wilmot
mentioned the imprisonment of
Nelon Mandela, the leader of
African National Congress. Mandela
was jailed for this refusal to
renounce the violent opposition of
blacks toward minority rule in South
Africa.
It is hard to imagine that in this
day and age, blacks are still being
persecuted and thought of as inferior
human beings. Said Wilmot, "The
basic human rights of black South
Africans are not protected at all. At

Valhmu

the nation is supposedly democratic
and is surrounded by communist
countries. "'hey feel that if they
apply too much pressure, South
Africa will switch from being an
American ally to the Russians," he
sad. "lmprovements are being
made, but n t t nearly enough
pressure is coming from America,
especially under
this admmstration.v

because most of the minerals in the
soil get washed away. We have
several rubber trees also, especially
near the coast; in fact, we are the
world's second largest producer of
rubber." Wilmot noted that rice is
the favorite food in Liberia, and is
eaten every day.
Western influence from America
is notable in many areas of African
society. Western, soul and rock
music are gaining popularity,
although Reggae mucis is still the
favorite. Traditional (tribal) music
is popular also with the drum being
the most popular instrument. The
hberian school system is based on
the American school system and
basketball is fast becoming the
second most popular sport. "The
major sport in Liberia is soccer."

W i o t also spoke of the famine
situation in Ethiopia. He did not
become very aware of the severity
of the situation until recently, when
the story dominated the news for
much of 1984. "Although we had
heard of it back home, the severity
was not stressed that much,"
remembers Wilmot. "When I was in
Africa, the drought was not as bad
as it is now. A lot can be done to help
the people in Ethiopia, especially if
the government would commit itself
"1 received a scholarship to
to the social economical problems of the University of South Carothe country."

lina . a few weeks ago.
1 heard about it, 1
,When
Ethiopia is a communist country,
Wilmot noted that the other
African countries have been con- and if the government would place was very excited, it seemed
stantly trying\ to persuade South equal emphasis on the social aspects like an answer to my prayers. "
africa to change, but to no avail. of the country rather than conThe majority of them have broken centrating on the political side, a lot
off virtually all diplomatic ties to could be done for the people.
South Africa, although some nations
Wilmot then described his
stlll deal with it economically.
homeland, hberia. "Liberia has
He also feels that not enough is very hurmd weather and a constant
being done about the South African temperature that ranges between 70
situation. "South Africa is ignoring and 90 degrees, averaging apeverything the United Nations has proximately 85 degrees throughout
said about giving blacks equal rights the year. We are in a tropical
because there is no one to apply ellmate, and my country gets a lot of
enough pressure on them to force a ram smce we are in an area of rain
change."
Wilmot believes one forests. As opposed to Ethiopia,
reason the United States is not more whch does not receive much rain,
active against South Africa is that Liberia has farming problems

Before 1980 the second most
popular sport was volleyball. But
now, especially with the young
people,, basketball is gaining
popularity." W i o t added that
Western religion has also had a
tremendous impact on Africa,
saymg that Liberia is hewed as a
Christian nation just like America.
(See WILMOT, Page 14)

Cadet Lieutenant Colonel

Joe Williams leads a rather diverse college life
By ROBERT BROWN
If born leaders exist, Joel WUams is one. Dressed in
the farmliar camouflage unifcrm worn by HOTC cadets,
Joe ISrecognized as Cadet Lieutenant Colonel by the two
silver diamonds on his cap which dignify his rank, He is
the Cadet Brigade Executive Officer and is second in the
cham of command. It's obvious by the look of his
unlform and his air of confidence that he is proud to be in
ROTC.
ROTC plays an important role in Joe's life. Joe
earned his rank and position by hard work and a commtment to excellence. He entered the advanced
program as a %year ROTC Scholarship recipient, after
completing the On-Campus Basic Course during the
summer of 1983. Joe believes HOTC is one of the best
decisions he has made concerning his future, "1 may
have old-fashioned ideals, but I really do believe in God
and Country and all those other good old American
values. I feel the Army suits my personality because of
the challenge.
During the summer, Joe usually works as a lifeguard,
but this past summer he spent most of this time in
military training. Joe completed Advanced Camp at
Fort Riley, Kansas and Airborne School at Fort Benrung, Georgia. Advanced Camp is extensive training in
leadership skills designed to prepare cadets to become
productive and effective officers. After Advanced Camp
and a short vacation in California, Joe attented Airborne
School. Airborne School trains soldiers to jump from
arplanes with parachutes in a combat situation. The
training lasts three weeks and in the fianl week, five
jumps are made, including one at night. "Jumping out
of an airplane was the most exciting thing I've ever
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st. Patrick

(Continued from Page 12)

ln relugolrr hstory ,, Patrick, through mythopoetic mstmct ot people who

wove outrageous legends of thelr heroes, not ignorance in thls instance, has
been talsely pictured as one of the most gentle and selfeffacmg apostles.
'I'he features of St. Patrick, if they ever were delineated in stone or wood,
have not survived. Since Koman clergy of his m e r e clean-shaven, it is
believed that St. Patnck was not bearded and his head was shaven bald in
the center, leavmg a rmg of hair.
It has also been said that he was highly attractive to both men and
women-umversally attractive to both in strength, character, n o m t y and
command rather than beauty. HIS eyes were tilled with gentleness and
mtelllgence. 'l'he sprit of goodness shone in hls eyes, maklng hun beautiful
to anyone who met hun. ms hands were rough and calloused because he
was no stranger to tools of diggmg and buildmg. His dedication to work was
equal to his dedication m faith.
Irishmen greeted Christamity m t h myths, rites, superstitions and
heritage and embraced it with enthusiasm, However, some of their beliet
m these myths, rites and superstitions continued to remain m lrlsh homes
atter t h e r conversion.
Sl.Patrick converted a nation. He brought to Ireland, a nation whose
knowledge and tradition were passed on trom father to son and from
teacher to pupll, the Latin alphabet and language and book culture, along
mth the Gospel. Scholarsh~ptook to the written word; whereas before it
had relied upon memory. It (scholarship) has outshone, in some respect,
that from the contment of whence it came and Irish monastic scholarship
has left itsmark upon Europe. During this period the less educated and the
Irish chd not rehquish their ancient habit of the handeddown tale and
folklore-whch itself is a Uelong study of enchanting interest.

In the tales being' told and in the monastic's writing, attempting to
produce " d t y m g " and moral stories, St. Patrick's character was
astorled beyond all recognition. Even in his own lifetime, Patrick, the
mssonary and the man, was slandered, misunderstood, and
msepresented and forced to defend himself against detractors m Great
Britam, France and Ireland.

'I'wo authentic, handwritten documents by St. Patrick, whch have
survived only m copies, a r e Confessio (Confessions of St. Patrick) and
Letter to the Soldiers of Coroticus.
Confessio is a testament of his labors and a self defense. It is also a
thanksg~vingto God on a grand and humble scale with flashes and glimpses of his fascinating biography. Scripture is quoted throughout the
document and his style of writing was often ramblimg, incongruent and
certam passages are obscure. When readmg Confessio one must remember
that it was written by an old man who was hurt and sensitive, looking back
over a long, adventurous and dedcated life.
The Letter was writtten to the soldiers'of Coroticus but not against
Coroticus hunself, a Welsh chiettain. It is a "flamingly angry epistle of
denunicatlon and excommunication." It was written for the fact that the
solders of Coroticus came upon newly baptized Caristiam of Patrick's
tlock and slaughtered many of them. The rest was sold into slavery in
heathen nations. This must have struck a nerve in Patrick and brought to
hls m n d bitter memories of his six years of slavery.
'The true personality of St.Patrick is embedded in these two documents.
He has not been crushed by the weight of the centuries and is a living
momument by his achievements to the lrish nation and the people of today.

Wilmot

(Continued from Page 13)
Wilmot says that the main scholarship otter to Emory
slmlarity between black American Umverslty, but declmed the otter.
~ l ~ o t tuture
' s
plans are to go
and African htestyles is that both
place particular emphasis on strong into medical research. "Origmally,
tarmly relationships. T h e t m l y is I planned to go to medical school,"
considered the movlng force m a d he. "But when I got the Lnsociety; without it, we would fmd it ternational scholarship, I decided to
d~tticult to tunction, and rehgion tocus on blochemstry here to
plays an mportant role in the lives COmPlete my undergraduate work.
of both black Americans and From ther.e 1 urlll go mto medical
Atricans.
research, concentrahng mainly on
Wilmot is considered one of the Cancer and blood dsorders. So I m l
most mtelligent students m the be m America tor at least four more
International House. He made the Years, completing my graduate
Deans llst tor academe excellence work a t the University of South
and recently was awarded a Carolma."
prestigious scholarship. "I received
WiLmot Valhmu IS a courteous,
a scholarship to the University of mtelligent young man with a bright
tuture ahead ot hlm. However, he
South C a r o h a a few weeks ago.
When I heard about it, 1 was very and other African students are made
excited it seemed hke an answer to to tee1 that they are outsiders. Let
my prayers. ' h e scholarship is us open our hearts ad m i t e them
worth about $9,000. Smce 1 a m a into our society urlth open arms.
major m bicrchemstry, I would be a This would enable them to leave
teachmg assistant m the lab m my America with a feelmg of actrst year." He also received a ceptance and satisfaction.

Turner

(Continued from Page 12)
to operate the switchboard to hold up models were a preli.minary step

could provide everything they woutd
ever need. Flashing lights warn
motorists of an approaching train
and there are street lights
throughout the community. A tiny
mdustrial site provides jobs for the
area residents and the large farming
country, complete with barn, surely
produces enough to feed the entire
community. At the depot, a functloning roundhouse provides shelter
for the spare engines. It also serves
as a base for the railroad workers
and their gandy dancer. A radio
tower and radar station show that
the community is not cut off from
the outside world. 'l'he population of
the community is expected to increase as the government makes
plans to construct Fort Turner on
the far side of the mountain. An
' h e layout for his model trains is army supply tram has already
complete, with everything trom a begun to run through the area. 'l'hen
built-to-scale alrport to the familiar for those long trips back to reality,
scene of a dog and his fire hydrant. the alrport offers an alternate
Most of the landscape was created means of transportation.
by 'lkner hlrnself. 'l'rees are made
from sticks and twigs found in his
After 33 years of collectmg,
yard and the landscape itself was 'Ikner is still very mvolved with his
developed trom paper-mache and hob6y. Each year the collecbon
styrotoam. The grass and leaves continues to expand. Wlth every
were produced through the use of new addltion comes a new idea.
artitiual grass apphed m the right Last year's Christmas glft from his
Major children, a U.S.Army tram, sparked
locations by halrspray.
'I'urner even did a background the idea tor Fort 'l'urner. "Ma]."
painbng along two walls m his spends h s spare tlme lmprowng the
basement to complete the scene for layout. About the current addition,
h s layout.
he says, "I expect to have it done
this summer."
Model train
collections r e q w e a lot of work.
In viewmg the dlsplay, there is a
feeling that if people were small 'Turner says, "There's a lot to it.
enough to ride the trains, the You have to figure how to lay the
community surroundmg the tracks new track and get the rlght

h s hand and 1 held up my hand." toward hls current collection of
m l e serving as a radio relay crew model trams.
chiel, 'l'urner acqwed 72 jumps
trom 194134 and became a Master
." had bought a model train
Parachutist, before leaving for for"Maj
hls oldest son and says, "We
Otticer's Candidate School where he were m Europe when my second boy
was assigned to radar. "Maj." was was born and train sets were cheap,
never overseas durmg the Korean so the three of us began acquiring a
War ( h s 82nd Arborne Lhvlsion collection. Now with my children
days) or the Viefnarn War (whlle he grown everytkng has fallen back to
was assigned to JSU's KOTC me." 'l'urner probably has one of the
program), but he remarked, "1 largest collections in the area with
spent six years m Germany and dld ten different trains, consisting of
a tour m Palustan." It was durmg some 85 mdvidual pieces. The
h s stay m Germany that Turner layout ls eight feet wide by twentybecame mvolved with television, four feet long. 'l'he collection began
mostly tram settmg up closed c ~ r m t mth American Flyer trains, which
security systems tor mssile slghts. were S scale, but now it contains
manly the smaller HO scale trains.

"There's a lot to
it.
You have to
figure how to lay
the new track and
get the right gradi rag. '
7

'l'he mterest which Major Turner
shows m models probably began
durmg his Army days. He located
and built models ot two unlts to
which he had previously been
assigned. He still has the models of
a Hercules msslle slte and a
transport and 8Umm gun. These

Major John Turner
"Maj" Turner keeps the radio stationgoing with his electronic skills and
knowledge.
gradmg." Besides the work on the Community, whlch ~ ~ g resemble
h t
actual tracks, the background Jacksonville, to the radar stabon
scenery requres a great deal of and radlo tower, which might have
been a place "Ma]." once worked.
thought and Mort.
Some people go through llfe mthout
Turner enjoys showlng otf hls ever seelng the beauty of the little
model trams. In a way they reflect thmgs or takmg the tune to enjoy the
the story of his hie. With the ad- extras. John 'Surner is not one of
cfition ot the new army base, the those people. He W
go
IIIon enStory wlll be almost complete. For joying Me and growmg ycunger as
now, that is. The scenes reflect who h s collecbon goes on growl g larger
Major 'l'umer is, trom the small and older.
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Sports

Undefeated, Untied, Undenied
Jax State tops Delta for tournament title
f

BY STEVE CAMP

1

The Champ!

1 hd. 'I'hey've lost ten games, but
CHRIS ROBERTS

Jacksonville State captured both the regular season and the tournament titles. The Gamecocks went P-0 against conference teams.

South Region
set to tip
off tonight
BY JODY KERN
Florida Southern College, The
University of Tampa, and Albany
State College will join host
Jacksonvde State in the NCAA
Division I1 South Regional
basketball playoffs March 74, the
NCAA announced last Sunday.
Florida Southern, 2-43on the year,
tied The Uruversity of 'lkn-~pa for
league honors m the Sunshme State
Comference this season. The
(See TOURNEY, Page 19)

three of those were to us."
Unlike the previous contest between the two teams in which
Jacksonville escaped with an
overtlme win, the timecocks won
this game by controling the tempo.
"Nothing we did phased them,"
s a d Delta State head coach Ed
Murphy. "They did a lot of things
dfferently this time.
"We played hard. They are a
physical squad and they got us in a
running game. That's what beat us:'
Delta beat themselves by putting
Jax State on the freethrow line and
in doing so, getting themselves into
foul trouble.
The Gamecocks converted on 31 of
46 tries from the charity stripe while
the Statesmen made only 5 of 9.
'l'hat was the difference.
Four player fouled out for the
visitors. The entire Delta State
startmg front court took a walk
before regulation m e expired.
Sunply put, Jacksonville won this
contest from the inside out. The
(See DELTA, Page 19)
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Lee's smash gives Gamecocks
win over Montevallo

I

BY STEVE CAMP
Hard hlts are a way of We for
Stewart Lee.
Saturday was no exception as Lee
smashed a %run homer in the bottom of the ninth inning to give
Jacksonville blate a 74 extra-inning
vlctory over visitlng Montevallo.

'"l'he pitch I h t was a hangmg
curveball," said Lee afterward. "1
knew that it I was pabent he would
make a rmstake and g v e me
somethmg good to hit."
There were two outs in the runth
when thrd baseman, Lee came to
the plate. The Gamecocks had two

runners on base with Derrick
Thomas on second and Thomas
Wilson on first.
The win raised Coach Rudy Abbott's club to 3-0 on the season.
Montevallo fell to 1-2 on their young
schedule.
It was a contest which was up for
mabs all afternoon. The momentum
:hanged about as often as the wmd
blew at University Field.
Both clubs had several chances to
urln the game, but neither team
could capitalize unu Jax Slate's
halt ot the ninth.
"'l'her pitchers didn't have very
good stutt," explained Stewart Lee.
"We had our chances, but we
couldn't hit the ball when we had to.
Our tlmmg was ott because we
haven't had a chance to take much
batting practice due to the weather."
'i'he Gamecocks took control early
as they struck tor three runs m the
hrst. Alter Jax State's starting
pitcher Steve Marriam struggled
through the tirst untouched, Kobert
Duncan wrapped a three-run homer
over the right-center field fence.
in tact, all seven of Jacksonville's
runs came on round-trippers.
Montevallo was silent until the
fourth. 'me Falcons had runners in
scoring position each of the first 3
mings, but couln't scratch against
Marriam.
In the fourth, lead& hitter Todd
Bass singled to drive in Kelvin
Shephard for the visitors' first run.
The Falcons got two more in the
fifth off Jax State pitcher Jeff
Hayward to knot the score at three.
'fie Gamecocks reclaimed the
lead m the next half-inning.
Designated hitter, Pat Amrnirati
llfted an outside pitch over the fence
in left field gving the home team the
lead, 4-3.
Pltcher Jay Stephens hurled the

L

Photo by Tim Quick

Stewart Lee (No. 30) is congratulated after his ninth-inning homenm.

final 4.2 innings prior to Lee's

homerun to record the victory.

Cocks roast

II

Blazers, 99-86
BY STEVE CAMP
It took a few minutes for them to get their wheels turning, but the
Jacksonville State Gamecocks were able to outscore Valdosta State 99-86 in
the semifinal round of the Gulf South Conference postseason tournament.
The victory advanced Jax State into the championship contest of the
tournament where they face Delta State.
The favorite team to win the tournament, Jacksonville,earned the right
to play in the semifinal round by pounding Mississippi College by 29 points
in the opening round.
Valdosta, the tournament's fourth-seeded team, advanced by edging out
North Alabama by the count of 71-70.
The Gamecocks struck with a well-balanced scoring punch led by Keith
McKeller and Melvin Allen. The two starters each had 22 points, and
McKeller was the game's leading rebounder.
Robert Spurgeon followed with nineteen. For the first time this season,
Spurgeon was replaced in the starting lineup with Pat Williams. Jax State
coach Bill Jones chose to go with a smaller starting five to match up with
the Blazer starting squad.
But once Spurgeon got into the contest, he provided a needed spark to get
hs club going.
Robert Guyton finished the evening with 12 points. Earl "Gus" Warren
added nine and Pat Williams provided six.

Valdosta was led, as always, by guard Marlon Jones. His 27-point effort
was followed by the seventeen of Leon Jones. Dale Parker, Valdosta's
leader a g m s t UNA with 21 points, was plagued with foul trouble and held
to only ten points by the Gamecocks.
The initial minutes of the contest were sluggish. Jax State gained a 1M
lead, but lost the advantage as the Blazers came back to take a 16-14 lead.
Robert Spurgeon and Kelvin Bryant then entered the contest and the
Gamecocks shifted gears. Jacksonville built an eleven point bulge, but
Valdosta kept creeping back into the ball game., Jax State took a 45-38
cushon to the dressing room at the break.
The final half saw the two teams going in opposite directions. The
Gamecocks had their pressing game clicking on all eight cylinders while
Valdosta State took the opening five minutes of the half to get *armed up.
Blazer coach James Dominey called three timeouts within an eight.
mnute span tilt couldn't slow the homestanders.
Valdosta had a chance to cut the lead to three following a technical fou.
on Bill Jones. But they were unable to convert and Jax State streaked back
out to a comfortable advantage.
Next the foul parade began for the Blazers as four players bowed out
the contest. Tommy Conley, Mike Brown, Leon Jones, and Dale Park
were eliminated on fouls.
When the big men, Jones and Parker were sent walking, so were the
Blazers for all practical purposes. Jax Slate clear@ the bench and coasted
to the fmal horn.
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Pat Ammirati: a
northern man on a
BY MARK HOPPER

ity and go south to wa

are on the field," says Arnrnirati.
He has played virtually every

our

figure m every aspect of
xcept coaching," replies
(See AMMIRATI, Page 19)

ax State faces shutout by

I FACULTY
SAVE $$ I Birmingham
Auto

I

On

Insurance

Are you getting a teacher's discount with your current auto
insurance?If not, I can save you 25%on what you are now
paying. Many of your friends are already saving.
Call me for a quote.

FARM BUREAU
INSURANCE
H~ghway21 South
bcksonnlle
41 5-5227

I

By hAKK HOPPER
'l'he Gamecock baseball team
suttered its tlrst loss of the season to
BirmmghamYouthern Monday a t
University Field. 'The Southerners
s h u t a t Jacksonville 6 0 , droppmg
the teams record to 3-1 tor the
season.
Starting pitcher, James Preston
suttered the loss He worked four
innings gvmg up five hits and
allowing three runs.
The
Gamecocks tell behmd early when
Van Shumaker tagged Preston for a
two-run homer m the tirst, tollowed

1

Southern

by a sol+shot trom Jon Massey m
the second to give BlrmmgharnSouthern a 3-0 lead.
'The Gamecocks used the relief
pitching ot Jett Hayward m the fifth,
who gave up one run and struck out
eight Southerners m 4.1 mnings.
Freshman Mark E s h s came on to
the mo,und in the bottom of the nmth
but had bad luck.
Eskms gave up 3
hits and allowed BirminghamSouthern t h e ~ r hnal two runs to
secure their 6-0 lead.
The Gamecocks' threatened m the

seventh when Birmingham.
Southern centerfielder Scott Sibby
made a diving catch on a hard hit
line-drive by Philip Braswell which
closed the inning for Jacksonville.
Jacksonville collected 5 hits on
the anernoon, Jack Malone had 2
singles, Mark Hanson a double,
whle Pat Ammarati and Steve
Burleson each collected hits.
' I l e Gamecocks purpose for a
spring break t r i p to Valdosta
Georgiaisto play three games, then
t h e travel to Orlando Flonda.

Jax State netters s-p l i t
BY JODY KERN

m e ~acksonvlllestate University tennis'teams split
last Sunday afternoon as the men's team won their first
.match of the season over Oglethorpe University while
the women's team fell short in their match with the
Umversity of Alabama at Birmingham.
In the men's competition, the Gamecocks won 6-3
bringing their record to 1 3overall for the spring season.
Jax State winners in singles were Greg Harley at No. 2
over ~ n d Pe ~ O U SM,
~ li-2; Keith Nix at No. 4 Over Tom
Clements 6-1,6-4; Handy Gravitt at No. 5 over Bill Fair
646-2; and Brian Newton at NO. 6 over John Van Net 6-

Tourney
Moccasins lost the SSC tournament
to Tampa last Saturday night by the
score of 5732.
The Spartans of Tampa, coached
by former Vanderbit head coach
Richard Schmidt, Bnishedwith a 22
7 record overall, a share of the SSC
regular season championship, and
the SSC tournament title.
Tampa is led by former Vandy
forward A1 Niller, who was selected

3, 6-3.
Greg Harley and Nix won at NO. 2 doubles over Lane
and Clements 7 6 , M as did Gravitt and Newton at No.3
over Fair and Van Riet 6 3 , ~ .
The Lady Gamecocks fell short of a victory as they
were defeated by the Lady Blazers by a score of 5-4.
Rae Clayton won at No.4 6-0, 6-0. Susan Meals
defeated her opponent at No.5 5-7, 6-0, and 7-5. In
doubles, Sheri Circle and Clayton won at No.2 6-3, 6-3.
Meals and Cheryl mckey took a win at No.3 by the s&re
of 6-0, 6-0.
,hewomen's record now stands at 5-2 for the season.

(Continued from Page 16)'
Florida Southern will play Tampa
to the AllSoutheastern Conference
tournament and A11SEC freshman in tonight's opening round, beginning at 6 p.m., followed by Albany
teams during the 198041 season.
Albany State received an State and Jax State at 8 p.m.. The
automatic berth in the South Region two losers will play a consolation
playoffs by virtue of its two-point game at 6 p.m. Friday, followed by
wm over Savannah s a t e in the the Region Championship contest at
Southern Intercollegiate Conference 8.
The winner of the South Region
tournament championship game
last Saturday. m e Golden m e s advances to the NCAA Division II
Quarterfinals March 15 and 16.
bring a 1513 overall mark in'.

Ammirati
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Pat doesn't have any preference to
But he is
particlal to catching because it
reqwes hlm to constantly keep his
mnd in the game.
Ammifati is certain to be a key
figure in the success of this season's
team. He feels his hard work has
earned him a place in te starting
line-up this spring.
When asked to compare this
year's team to last season's squad,
Pat says, '.We are a better allwhich position he

around team than we were last year.
We have more experience, and the
players on this team just want to
play, and play as a team.
After college, Pat Ammirati plans
to return home to New York. But if
the opportunity to play professional
ball comes his way, it could be the
fulfillment of a life-long dream.
It' desire and effort are major
factors in a baseball player's advancement, the pat Ammirati is a
cinch to be going places.

Dud

(Continued from Page 18)
The contest between the cubs and the Angels became anything but a
game and the time neared for Dad to leave for work. That combination
spelled curtains for the daily sports entertainment.
Over the years, 1have drawn some conclusions. Dad says many things
durng a ball game, none of which is swearing. Some are blunt, but none
are meant personally.
ff he were a baseball manager, there woud be no milliondollar ball
player on his team because they'd all end up getting fined about half their
salary each season.
I'm just glad my dad isn't an avid professional wrestling fan. I can
lmaglne how he would be if he were.

Delta

(Continued from Page 16)
Gamecock big men a m t e d for 58 and Earl "Gus" Warren added
points.
eleven.
Though he scored only one basket,
Jacksonville was le offensively by
tournament MVP, Keith McKeller the defense of Pat Williams was
who piled up 21 points and 14 one of the biggest factors of the ball
game. 'Phe "Wizzard" came into te
rebounds.
contest and shut down Delta's Carl
The junior center was ac- Brown at a time when the Statesman
companied by Robert Spurgeon who guard had lit up the score board with
13 points in the game's opening
had 21 points and 8 rebounds.
Melvin Men followed with thirteen fifteen minutes.
........... .., .....,.........

Williams started with a blocked
shot which turned into an Earl
Warren %pointplay at the other end,
followed with with two steals, and he
had &own stopped. All three Jax
state guards then took turn keeplng
Brown from scoring again until only
a minute remained in the affair and
te game was safely tucked away.
Delta State turned to forward
James Burkley for 21 points. Br hn

Luke followed with 14 while Carl
Brown finished with 15.
Jax State trailed 16-14 midway
through the opening half. Then they
took control and never trailed again
the rest of the evening.
The lead was pushed to ten, but the
Statesmen cut the margin to three
on several occasions. Jacksonville
held a 49-33 halftime lead.
The (.+mecocksgot rolling in the

final half when Robert "H.G"
Guyton got Wracked. They ran out
to an eleven-point lead before delta
came rumbling back.
The lead was cut to one, but the
Gamecocks wer,e not to be denied.
Once the Delta big men began
f o u h g out, Jacksonville amuned
total control. Their running game
enabled them to dash back out to a
comfortable advantage.
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1 Why should you come live with me at The Courtyard?
:?.
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Because the only thing you'll need to bring is your suitcase!

THE COURTYARD
Opening April
1,1985
-

fully furnished
planned social and
athletic activities
olympic pool
R

%

$A:

Leasing Office - 735 Park Ave,

-

health club with
Nautilus and free
Jacuzzi & sauna

U C ~Cents
~ d Homes"

+

)-U

1

cable t~ in every room
laundry facilities
multipurpose court for
dancing and volleyball

Across from Coliseum - 435-2275
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Spring Break

Moonlight M a d
a 4 Big Hours, Thursday

5 P.M. - 9 P.M.

.Closed From 4 P.M. To 5 P.M.
For Incredible Markdowns
4 - 1 0 4 & Crew Will
Be Here Live!
@FreeCokes & Surprises!
Great Gift Certificate Giveaway!
(These Prices Good From 5 P.M. To 9 P.M. Only)

e

JACKSONVILLE

"Great Fashion Looks For Less!"

